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TOBACCO TRUST !WANTS TO
U. S. SUPREME COURT DECIDES
MERCHANTS
IMPORTANT BILLS
SEE THE BILL AGAINST CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY
Loses a Big Case in the
WARRANTED
Supreme Court.

MAYOR YEISER

DESIRES TO
NINETY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
OF
OUT BY DECISION—STREET RAIL

.SCA3,1 PARE COMMISVONt
WITNESSES MUST TESTIFY;
MUST

LAW.

PROCURE

BOOKS.

the

Anti-Combine

Proceed-

ings Brought in New
York.

Select Some Woman To Act
With the Gentlemen Comzniseioners.

aorm.011•1••••••—••••.••••.

•
4

WIPED

WAY COMPANIES HOLD
NO RIGHT TO THE STREETS THEI
R FRANCHISES HAVING EXPIRED—NINETY-NINE
YEAR GRANT, BY LEGISLATURE ONLY GOOD WHERE CITY HAS
GRANTED BY ORDINANCE RIGHT TO USE THE STRE
ETS.

It is Not Improbable That He Will
In

_
FRANCHISE13

THEY DO MOT

A'77:77.7

INSPECTOR ABOUT LI- #
CENSES.

Effecting Paducah Passed
at Last Session.
-

FISCAL CO,
APPROPRIA

They Claim They Do Not Have to
Pay for Certain Business, While
the Inspector Says They Do.

fd'R COtLEGES

•

General Councils On Spend Money
Advertising Cosnmercial Ad-

A

COMPLET'E
eantages. ;
VICTORY
FOR
crry OF 'CHICAGO License Inspector George Lenha
rd
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
has commenced warranting
people
THE TOBACCO GROWERS. be could not yet tell what he would
who refuse to pay their city licenses, LAWR
ENCE BOOM LAUNCHED
Chicago,
have to do about selecting the city
Ill., March 13.—The for any period.
beyond that originally alici he continues doing this until he
park commissioners, because as yet sweeping decision by the supreme set
has
prosecuted everybody refusing to
FOR ADJUTANT GENERAL.
forth and made clear in the
Washinga,
pay the sum compelled by law to
March
13.—The he has not received a copy of the court of the United States yesterday measures as originally passed.
do
is
a
comple
bill
adopted by the senate and legiste victory for the city of
'Tobacco Trtist" cases, involving the
business here in this city. Yesterday
,No Rights on North Side.
right of witnesses to refrain from lature at Frankfort, therefore he Chicago. and clears the way for
The court denies the street car he got warrants out against Roy W. Frankfort, Ky.,
March 13.—The
testifying before Federal grand juries does not know what is to be exacted municipal ownership of the street company any
rights in the streets on McKinney, Fatall and company, and revenue bill,
railways.
in proceedings under the anti-trust of him in this regard.
which
has
been the bugC.
W. Ingrain.
the aorth side of the city in
which
The decision deprives the street
law, were yesterday decided by the
The mayor has tor years been
NficKinney does a brokerage com- tear for weeks, passed both houses
ordinance rights were secured prior
Supreme court of the United States a
he*ty
advocate
mission on business and also manu- today after a conference commi
of public railway companies of all rights to to the year !Me
ttee
against the witnesses. • The cases parks and this is one particulaa point the use of the streets except in iso- the ninety-nine or to the passage of factures vinegar at
Second and Wash- from both bodies had strick
-rear
act,
but
the
degrew out of proceedings for writs of he always lays particular stress upon lated cases where existing ordinances cision in
en
out
ington
streets. He has gotten out a the
no way affects ordinances
tax on rectifiers, leaving oily
habeas corpus instituted in the Cir- when submitting his annpal report have ret a few years to run and in granted by
mautifa
citirer
s
license
the city council after that
for his vinegar
others where the city has the option year
cuit court for the Sbethera district te the legislative boards the first
and does not end the term of the factc-y. tart claims his commission the presenClaw in effect, Which is
of to puchase
of New York, whose election was each year. He thinks any city
existing lines.
ordinances granted since April, 1886. bush el is only a part of his regular fifty cents on a barrel.
that
The Union Traction company is
affirmed. The court 'held, however, is it sure e.nough city, and
therefore refuses to pay a
ordinances
of course deprived
Both the commercial club bills • in
of all rights in the north Railway, compa of the Chicago City broker's licecse.
that the subpoena in this ease was his ideas put Paducah at
ny and of the lines
head of division, giving
which
Paducah is so vitally inter- i
too broad-.
the city power to as- later transferred
this class, should have a park where
Exall and company is composed of
to the Chicago West
MUM possession of the
ested
passed the home tonight.s
franchises Division Railway compa
It was a suit of the" government people can stroll for
recreation when it so decide
ny_whichwere Joe B. Exalt and 'Rabb Noble, and
s.
One
ageins4 the Araer a
they
gives
when
refuse
passed
they have several hours to
to get out a commission
general councils the right : • •
sinighalcag comon Aug. 16, 1858, gay 23,1859,
In the west division the Union and
pany, commonly
at other tines prior to the pas- brokerage license, although instructed tc appropriate money for
n` as the to- spare and nothing in partcular to
advertiskag
Tracti
on
company is left without sage of the
les:co trust, the•MicAndrews & Forbes engage their attention.
ninety-nine year act there to several times by the license in- commercial
operat
ive
advant
rights
ages,
except
the other
where
the
or- are provisions with refert
company and the Imperial Tobacco
The mayor has not expressed him- dinanc
nce to spector.
es eve the city the option of streets
permit
ting
fiscal
company, under the anti-trust law, self explicitly on the
courts
Ingra
to
m
is
appropria
on the south and west side
regular dairyman who
subject, but purchase.
ate money to colleges within
which was -instittited- in the- Circuit may select some lady as a
comes
makin
to
this
g
the
city
many
durati
days
each
on
of
the
the
grants fort
member
The Chicago City Railway comcourt of the United 'skates for the of the board, to serve
along with the pany is left without rights except twenty-five years and until the city week, selling butter and milk, but he county.
Southern district of New York. Hale gentlemen.
shall. 'purchase the properties from claims farmers coming in just a few
He tried this for the those subject to a purcha
Head's
printing bill passed the.
se clause.
and McAllister are officers of tobacco library board, puttin
times to sell their milk do not have
the companies.
g
two
ladies
on
The way is cleared for the adminsenate
today
and now goes to the
companies, and when called to testify it, and
to
pay.
In all streets covered by these orthe innovation proves very istration to seek the referendum
on dinances with the specific
before the grand jury relative to the successful,
AU
govern
these
or.
parties
Many
will
be
small bills passed
arragned
purchase
as the ladies show they the subject of "municipalising" the
existence of the so-called trust they take
clauses the street car companies may -before Judge Sanders in the police both houses and kept enroll
as much, if not more intetest, street car lines.
ing
refused to answer questions or to than
continue to operate their lines until court, and it decided whet# they clerks very
their male associates. This is
busy.
produce their books. They were
have
folly
such Ome as the city shall purchase
these licenses seakitioned.
natural as they have more spare time
Representative Alverson, of Lincommitted for contempt of court and
Quite 4 numbs* of people have not
BOOK VALUE OF FRANCHISES the pfoperty of the companies ih
to
look
after
the
institu
tion, while
sought to escape by means of writs
coln
paid
county, tonight presented spatttheir
license and Inspector
the gentlemen have to take the spare Chicago City Railway. ..Sik000,000 those streets by arbitration as preof habeas corpus. These writs were
L'ehnh
ard
intend
warran
s
scribe
to
t
all
d
those
ia
of
er
Lawre
nce with a fine diamond
ordinances. The
Chicago Union Traction.. 13,000mee
refused, and the case was brought to time after business hours.
streiwn which thp purchase shall them, as they hv-e been given ample ring from the members, and
Nor&
Just
Chica
L P.
as
go
City
soon
Railwa
as
y
the
mayor
sees
the Supreme Court by the defendtime in which tif pay in their money, Head, rapresentative*
be
are
sgeseneed Chief
Co..
the new law he will make his selec..... 6,000
,o00 cisiont that the exceptions to the de- the-law being all licenses shall
ants.
be Clerk James E. Stash: with a
rite rompatftes at/P'‘irittiNaet
ill=tr
tions.
go Seet• RailIn the hearing they attacked the
out tights in the streets in which gotten during. January, while here it as a token of esteem from the wateh
mad company
mem12,000/200
jurisdiction of the grand jury and
they secured grants prior to the is six weeks after that date.
bers. He has long bees.'elerk
Chicago Passenger Railway
passage of the flinty-nine year act.
contended that at the time they were
Henry Lawrence is being boomed
company
1,0e0,000
before the jury there was no action
for
adjutant general to succeed Percy
Chicago West Division RailLhatits Township Grants,
pending against the tobacco comlialy and chances are good for his
way company
II,000,
000
panies. The jury's right to compel
The decision also limits all grants
appointment.
What Chicago Street Railanswers vnui questioned on the
from
former township governments,
House and senate adjourned sine
road ;company
ground that in the investigation it
die tonight.
By a 'weeping decision of. the whether supervisors or town boards,
was making there was no specific
United States supreme court ren- to tvreatteftvie years—namely fixes
Head will
return to
Paducah
charge again* any particular person.
dered yesterday in the so-called nine- them if-a period not beyond the time
Thursday
REV. CHILES AND OTHERS SEty-nine-year act litigation the web Of set for the trunk lines to which the
(Continued on Page a.)
DECIDED
COLONEL
legal claims and intricacies in the street car lines through the towns JUDGE
CURING DONATIONS,
local traction situation has been were extensions or branches.
AND C ATM./4 SHOULD
The decree of Judge Grosscup is
swept away. With it $90,000,000 in
'retai
ned
in
all
those
particu
lars
franch
ise
values claimed by the street
PAY UP.
Rev. R. W. Chiles, of the Rescue
wherein it was adverse to the street
Mission-Interdenominational, yester- car companies.
car
companies in denying their conThe decision ends the claims that
MR. CLEM WHITTEMORE ARday reported that he had received
the ninety-nine-year act had the tentions. The decision, however, re- Captain Howar
pledge
d
Over
s
for
to
the
Grand
over
$1,00o
to
verses
the
hind effect of extending the term of the
the rulings of Judge Geosscup
TA KEN TO REFORM SCHOOL
RIVED HERE FROM FRANKto be used in buying the building
on the questions decided in line with
ordina
nces
Jury
franch
on
and
grants
ise
Charg
to
e
of
Suffer
ing
THIS MORNING BY DE- .. and grounds whereon the misssion
FORT YESTERDAY.
the street car companies in Mel&- the argurreents of 'counsel for the
work
has
been
mainta
street
ining
car
Gambl
compan
heading
ies.
urea passed prior to the passage of
TECTIVE BALMS
quarters for eight years, on South the
The ninety-nine-year act, however,
act for the same period as it did
Third near Adams street. He has extend the
is
declared to be constitutional, the
Congressman Odilie James Will Get
life of the corporations to
seven contributions of Stoo each, and dieatreet car busine
attacks upon the manner of its pasYeste.
day
morni
ng
ss
in
in
the
this
police
and
city
Is an Eight YeeF Old Soy Who Has a large
Here This Evening to Attend
sage and, the various charges of the court there was disposed
number of Uri and $25 state.
of the
city's
pledge
lawyer
s.
notwit
s
He
hstand
is trying to get as
ing.
charges against Colonel Gus. G.
While the court finds that the act
-• Proved a Very Herd Case for
Committee Meeting.
many of these larger pledges before passed by the legislature Februa
Singleton and Captain Richard HowBondho
ry
lders
6.
Worrie
d.
His Family and Shui Officers.
canvassing for the small donations. 1965, known is the .ninety-nine-year
ard, who were chargd wth engaging
The George Rock estate owns thc act had the effect of prolonging the :Holders of bonds of the North in a mutual fight in
the latter's room
°lieg
e°
City
Railwi
Mr.
ry
company and
Clem J. Whittemore, of
property and they have offered to life of the street car companies until
the Meer West Division Railway one night last week. Neither of the Frankfort, arrived here last evenin
g
Dewey Troutman was this morn- sell Me. Chiles the property for Set,- the end of ninety-nine years, it also compa
ny, which underlie the entire principals were in court but let at 6 o'clock and will hi in Oa, city
ing at Leo o'clock taken to Lexing- 000, which is very cheap. Their de- announces that there was no exten- Union Tracti
their
cases
go
by default and were several days. He will possib
on system, held conS
ly atton, Ky., by Detective William Bak- sire was to erect some buildings on sion of the contracts and ordinances
tined $ao and costs each. Captain tend the meetin
g
to
bp
held
tomorer, who will place Marin the reform the ground, but rather than compel between the city and the companies
kiovrard was then held to the circuit row by the First
.(Continued on Second Page.)
District Democratic
the mission headquarters to change,
school to be raised.
court grand jury in $aoo bond for per- committee for
The first of this
Dewey is the
mitting gambling in his bedroom. time, manne purpose of naming the
incorrigible eighl agreed to sell.
r and place of selecting
year old who cannot be handled at month was the time limit for the
He executed, bond for the warrant. a congressiona
l candidate.
his home and who has been in handii Purchase to be made, but Mr. Chile,
'
t vatnng erhcae,(i cmfwyp fwypppfw
not
having
gotten
up
the fuIl amount
Congressman James.
of the authorities numerous times,
Tom Young, T. G. CAT and James
His long suit seems to be to furi of the money by then, Mr. William
This evening at o o'clock Copgresse _
Green were each held over to: the
----svray-trom %011ie, he 45nce -going ovel Ketterohn, who- helps---took after
"OM& Tames i7411- arrive in this
coutt grand jury in the 6-onel
to St. Louis,
of $3oo each, on the charge of hold- city from Marion, where he stopper'
where the officials the estate, granted.an extension until
picked him up, and where the big next month, and gives that much ading John Isbell up and robbing him over at home, while enroute back
daily papers devoted several columns ditional time for the negotiations tMr. Samuel Foreman yesterday ex- posite direction is equipped with the of $24 out about the Bud Quarles from Washington, D. C., where he
to him. He was brought back home lie completed.
pected to commence laying his stretch s:aile kind of battery. Alongs
ide the saloon near .the Union depot. The has been attending the house of repRev. Chiles has received the hand- of special rods beside the street car regula
and the local officers every few
r railroad track is an iron rod, old man is a paralytic and stranger resentatives, of which he is a memmonths have to take charge of him, some offer of $175 and expenses each company"s track near Arcadia in connected with the
regular track. here and. and claims the young fel- ber. He comes down to attend the
hi. continuing his avocation of de- month, to go to Kansas City, 'Mo., order' he could test therein his in- This rod cothes in contac
t constantly lows got him slightly full and then meeting that tomorrow decides on
parting from ,the parental roof, de- and take charge of the mission work vention for
prevention of tra..n with the engine
passin
g over the robbed him. The warrants charging the time and place for choosing his
spite his tender age. Finally his par- there, while Tampa, Fla., has made wrecks, but the bad weather pre- road.' These batteri
es are so ar- the trio of accused with being drunk successor in congress. 'He is a canents saw nothing could be done with him a flattering proposition to come vented. He is expecting a number ranged that if one
train
happens to and disorderly werefiled away to be didate and will probably be the only
Fim and adopted the beet measure and become manager for this relig- ot railroad magnates from St. Louis be coming toward
the other on the taken up after there is finally dis- one. It is probable the committee
possible, that of sending him to the ious work there, but he has been liv- and other places to come here and same track, and
Will call a primary, and then when
both
are liable to posed or the robbery charge.
reform institution where he was ivg in and around 'Paducah all his witness the test, he having arranged clash into each other,
there
arrives the date set, and no.
John
Berry
was
given
a
contin
uthe battery
life, built 'up the work here and feels for this in rder to interest then
taken this morning.
electricity from each engine will ance until today of the breach of the other comes 'nit against the incurn•
bent, the primary will be called in
He. is the boy who stole so many that he cannot afford to tear him- arid see if the arrangements cannot cause a gong to ring upon the other a'ace charge against him.
and Mr. James declared the notninee
-buggies around town one day last self away from such pleasafit and life bet made to equipt their engines with engine and thereby warn. the engineof the party by the committee. Sevfall, and driving them an hour or . long associations. He has rejected the apparatus.
Big Allison Farm.
er that at-ither train is tapproaching,
eral people have been mentioned as
Mr. Foreoian will make his test shalt at mile distant
two would desert theft'Mid get an- b4th the offers, as he does not think
.
manne
this
The
In
r
H. C. Allison estate has sold
they will entertain any trouble in with street cars on the track near
probable candietete&Att
-other.
At Fifth and Broadway,
is almost
the engineers will have ample time to George Allison for $to,co
gettin
g
o the a certainty none iii11rp?t themse
all
up
tl*
money
they
the
park
where
want
they
will not be in- to sbcketr- up- to prevent a crash.
while in Dr. Jtiese Gilbert's 'vehicle,
lves
farm
down near Grahaniville that ;A
against Mr. James.
scme other rig run into him, and he to buy the property which will then terfered with by passing cars handForem
Mt.
an
estima
known
tes
as
each
that
the
"Buck
"
Williams farm,
was thrown, out right underneath the become permanent headquarters for ling the regular traction traffic.'
West Kentucky Lawmakers.
engine can be supplied with his ap- v. hich was ownethby the heirs of the
Mr. Foreman%
patent is quite paratus for about $400, which would late "Doe" tslliso
hoofs of the wild and plunging them.
Representative L. P. Head, of this
n.
He and his wife are the most earn- Silt* when once worked
hors.e, but fortunately ilvo actnessee
city, and the other wesii Kentecite
out, but mean a great saving to the roads as
.- passing rushed out jwci ,..‘ireaching est and indefatigable workers the it took months of diligent work and tl:ere occur many wrecks costing the
lawmakers are expected to reach
Spring
Chauta
uqua.
here and pass through today or todown, grasped him frOM elliderneath, city ever had and if they decide to the close application of a thorough reads from $25,000 to $so,000 each.
Mt. James A. Shaw. the Blooming- morrow
the beast and saved him from serious leave it would be a great loss in the electrical brain, like he possesses, to
en route bark to their
Mr Foreman, after he gets his spe*Injury. .He was painfully hurt as it conrtnunity and one of more serious- get the mechanism into working or- cial track laid, he will equip cars ton, Ill., - gentleman, arrived here yes- homes, after being at Frankfort since
•
ness
terday
to the mission work, for which del: to prevent the wrecks he
to arrange for . the chautaqua the first of
was by tumbing out on his head onequips with the apparatus and have everythis year' attending the
they
which
have
he
especi
will
ally
an
see
adapted themengine with an electkical battery, thing ready
if it cannot be legislature and state senate
to the hard brick street:
for the demgnstration he given here
. About
selves, and conduct so successfully. while an engine '<ming from
sometime during the com- ten qf them have
the op- wilt make to the 'outsiders.
to go through hero
ing June,
on their Way home,
BIG • VICTORY

FOR

HAS RAISED

$20 AND THE
TRIMMINO

POLITICIANS

DEWEY CONE

•

WILL GIVE DEMONSTRATION
FOR RAILROAD OFFICIALS

111•••••

ISSitiS ;MADE U. S. SUPREME
DECIDES AGAINST
CHICAGO RAILWAYS
NEXT
FOR
DRAWN
f
•
ELECTION -IN CHICAGO.

,•TIME

High License and Law on one Side
and Saloons on Othsr.

(Continued From First Page.)

AWFUL PSORIASIS
35 YEARS

DIVIDE PROPERTY
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT DECIDED
IN FAVOR OF PLAINTIFF.

Terrible Scaly Humor in Patches
All Over the Body—Skin Cracked
and Bleeding—Rol-ling Unbearable—Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.

The Court Has Not Yet

Rendered

Spring Buying
Inducements

Opinion in Suit of Baker Against
sultations with their lawyers yester•
Mrs. Isern,an
day to determine whether their seChicago, Ill., March 13.—Political curities can be protected or whether
party lines are to be sacrificed on they are to be entirely wiped out.
ALL SIGNS POINT TO AN EARLY SPRING, THE WEATHER
the altar of municipal reform in the
$3,000,000
of
45.4
nearly
are
There
Judge Lightfoot yesterday in the MAN SAYS THE SEASON BUT WAITS AROUND THE CORNER.
local campaign that has just begun. and 4 per cent, bonds of the North
court rendered an opinion in
county
aldermen
of
In the fight for election
Chicago City Railway company and
suit
of A.SHouser against C. Gil- ARE YOU PREPARED? NO? THEN WE ARE PREPARED TO
the
to the city council the saloon license $6,172,331 due to the North Chicago
len and A. T. Fonville. His judgquestion is the issue. The perennial Street Railway company by
THE WORTHIEST OF
"I was afflicted with psoriasis for ment
the
ordered the commissioner to HELP YOU. HERE YOU WILL FIND
ghost of the traction question has aforesaid company. The first snort- thirty-five years. It was in 1:iatchea all
plaindivide property in which both
THE NEW SPRING THINGS, THE STAUNCHEST FABRICS, THE
been frighteneels away and ward ma- wage bonds 'of the Chicago West over my body. I used three cakes
boxes tiff and defendants are interested. It
chinery has been thrown completely Division Railway company amount to
CofuSotsPle'us Oint- lies in the county and they are to be SMARTEST STYLES AND THE HANDSOMEST- PATTERNS THE
out of gear.
is
- ment, and two given equal shares in the property.
$4,070,000 and besides there
based
TION
On the new issue which is
betties of OitiWest
the
to
$4,84998 due
put in their WORLD CAN PRODUCE. 'TIS A GALA FAIR, AN EXPOSI
curs Evolven.t. I The defendants did not
on the recent $1,00e lioense victory 'Chicago Street Railway company.
bathed with the appearance to fight the litigation in- PLANNED POR YOUR APPROVAL
WILL YOU VISIT THE
in the city council, the opposing
The value of these hoods in view
them by, Houeer,
against
stituted
the
the
over
all
up
lined
being
voters are
of the wiping out of the franchise
Pesaist a therefore the judge decided in favor STORE TOMORROW?
rulgrattei
city. The candidates for aldermen rights by the decision of the supreme
e lash the of the latter.
ed
,avit
es(4
r
e
accordanc
in
labeled
being
are
t se dicourt is now greatly impaired if not
with their views on the license re- totally wiped out.
rected. In
Property Sold.
s6-inch all Linen Lawn, a 35c value
form movement and the coming
It was announced by some of the days I was completely eared, =3
to
sold
has
IHenry
r
Alexande
for 31)4i.
live
it
was
asabout
as
ly,
already
permanent
struggle at the polls is
special traction counsel for the city think
George and Race Dipple for $50%
45-inch
Putnam iit;n—sll Linen, :s
votno.
the
yeti/
between
fight
a
be
to
sured
at-they would advise Mayor Dunne
its
e
made
first
on
Eighth
near
property
peoriaais
Tennesse
'The
value
6oc
for
and
s
Their richness of *silty Is sands.
ers who favor the new condition
a street. The deed was filed for rec,at the conference of all the city's anee in red spota, generally
interesta
this
liquor
the
the
sots-expert;
to
of
even
s
tidesbis
champion
the
traction lawyers which is to be held circle,leaving in thecenterseatshoat ord with the county clerk yesterday.
modesty of prices will appeal to all.
seeking a channel to i -peal the $1,000 today to proceed without delay in the aim of a Mlles dollar
hi. )41ibeal transferred to J. S
ordinance.
the quo warranto proceedings as In A *est time the
Silk—in
Jack** lot $430 property lying out to-inoh Kaikai
wodld kiwi a heavy dry
soon as the decision is filed and the silvery
in the county.
per yard 40#
appearance and
Dresses,
for
styles
Trumpet Call from pulpits.
decree in the United States court is &epee. To remove the
•
Facing the fight, a call to arms was properly drafted in accordance with by beiabg or using -oil to Sitlille=
At $1.110 le-inch all Silks is
Sensible copes woven from delkot Vat Decided.
sounded from a score of pupils Sun- the supreme court decision.
the Seal would be perfectly ea% mei a
checks, stripes and Jaccards, in all. pentlablo isMoisisis without detractor
a
day
in
will
Judge
Lightfoot
Vght diacharips of, Weedy embeWewe
day directed at citizens who ralthe Spring Shades.
ing a jot from the style and beauty
Perfiectly Satisfied.
would ooze out. That scaly erostwould two decide the suit of H. Baker
lied for the passage of the $1,000 orwherein
Mrs.
'semen,
Mike
against
It
good taste demands.
ur
hours.
in
twenty-fo
again
form
a
to
urged
Culmination of his plans for
per yard for 19-inch Black
diaance. Voters -were
was worse on my arms and limbs, al- plaintiff claims defendant sold his 519t
in
system
rerailway
the
street
for
value.
75c
municipal
a
might
their
Taffeta,
work with all
Ingrain Carpets, yard wide ....We.
though it was in spots all over my exempted property in forcing him to
election of aldermen who voted for Chicago can be accomplished now body, also on my scalp. If I let the pay his rent. The evidence has all
Ingrain Carpets, all wool filling 5the.
the ordinance in order to erevent within a few years, Mayor Dunne be- sealesremain too long without remov- been heard, but the attorneys are still
possible reactionary legislation and lieves, providing the United States ing by bath or otherwise, the skin quoting law to the judge who is waitIngrain Carpets, all wool
70C
bleed. I suffered
to insure the enjoyments of the supreme court does not alter its de- would crack and
ing until they get through.
at nights after
worse
Itching,
Intense
reheara
cision of yesterday should
fruits of the recent victory.
Brussels Ruggs, Carpet sizes,
warm in bed, or blood warm
week the ing be secured. By the victory which getting
During the coming
soma feet
by exercise, when it would be almost
$15.00
It is not so much in the smallness
One-Way Colonists,
church interests will be joined by the the city has won in the famous case =bearable.
One the same date, one-way sec- of price as in the staunchness of Axminster Rugs, Carpet sizes,
"To sum it all up, I would not go
clubs, industrial organizations and the mayor says municipalization is
sox i 2 feet
$22.50
civic societies that were active in possible just as soon as the city can through such another ordeal of affliction ond class tickets will be sold at re- quality that thei rtrue value lies.
ty-ilve years for the 'State of duced rates to similar territory, and
the struggle for the passage of the acquire the necessary funds through for
,
Chidester
M.
W.
quality,
Kamm& (signed)
to Montana, Utah, Washington and 36-inch Union Linen Lawn, a 30c Axminster Rugs, extra
license ordinance. All of these or- the sale of Mueller certificates to Hutchinson,iCan., April 20, 1905."
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Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
Arrangements for improved; service
their guns on the liquor interests,
purchase
pending
the
For further information apply to.
lines
on the various
Which are already rallying from
the corner. of their eye at the dainty
Y. T. DONOVAN,
late defeat and entering upon the by the city also can be made now little petticoats and varied colored
Agent, Paduciih, Ky.
greater fight with renewed vigor in with the traction companies, he says.
C.
WARFIELD,
G.
the hope of landing enough men in without impairing any of the muni- hosieryThe butchers weighing on the big
T. A., Union Depot.
the city council to bring about a re- cipal rights. He hopes, therefore, to scales sitting in center of the market,
bring quickly to a close several of right next the side door, gen out of
AGENTS FOR BUT TERICK PATTERNS
peal of the $t,000 ordinance.
the controversies in regard to trolley- fix and the marketers would not tell GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Plan New Citizens' Movement.
ization of some of the cable lines and why it would- not weigh correctly.
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Tonight a- new citizens' movement over the tunnels.
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
They turned it over and there under- Splendid Reproduction, In Sixteen
is to be organized on the north side
d
Painting.
Celebrate
of
a
Tints,
•
neath was the big rat who had been
Few Preliminaries Needed.
where the reign of crime occurred
Every pers.. who sends one dolon the under-works
himself
balancing
still
which
ries
prelimina
only
campaign
The
which started the original
of the scale which was thereby pre- lar to pay for a year's subscription to
against the saloons and for increased remain necessary to complete the vented from working properly. Just the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St. L. L.
revenue with which to increase the plans for municipal ownership, the as they turned the scale over, out Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
police force. This will be the organ-. mayor declared, are the confirmation jumped Mir. Rat, and the runlor life receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
ization of a north side law and order by the people at the spring election started, as he could not get out 'colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
league, plans for which have been of his $75,000,000 Mueller certificate on account of the doors everywhere dimensiont, entitled "The Departure
for several ordinance, a decision by the supreme
progressing
secretly
being closed. 'The rodent dashed of the Bride from the Home of
months. Hundreds of citizens,repre- court of the United States declaring here and there with a dozen after it Washington." This picture is a
We Write Anything in Insurance
senting 118 churches and various these valid and then the sale of the with broom* cleavers, meat saws, direct reproduction from the celeSixteen
nonreligious organizations, are to as- certificates to financiers.
knives, etc. The rat if:nil them a brated painting by Ferris.
Phosea:Offica 385—Itaaideace 1696
OMay' 306 Broadway
semble at Inas North Halsted street. "Wle have won three times before merry chase though, but just as soon colors were employed in the process.
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It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
At this meeting the temporary plans the people, once
the as the women on market knew what
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a
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just sailed. One in it is George Washington, standing
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skirts,
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converted' into a gigantic rally for spring," declared the mayor exult- old fat woman weighing about 300 at the porta4 of fits Virginia home,
and bridgethe aldernwn who voted for the ingly.
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in
a candidate for Governor
A
seem to have found the man they
want, and it is said that Judge A.
Rollins Burnam, of Richmond, is the
EDGAR W:WHITTEMORE,
man they have chosen to lead them.
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Acceptaible to both wings, or factions,
of the party in Kentucky, Judge BIG RAT GOT LOSE ON THE
most
Barnum is said to be the
MARKET FLOOR YESprobable choice of those leaders who
TERDAY.
control all conventions, prepare all
slates and ;elect all candidates.
Personally acceptable to John W.
Yerkes,'United States Commissioner Rustling Skirts, Female Shrieks and
of Internal Revenue, and to William
Ii
Scampering Feet Were the Order
0. Bradley, who is Yerkes' political
I.
enemy, Judge Burnam is said to be
for Fifteen Minutes.
the Only man who can bring together
the scattered and conflicting forces
Although there
of Republicanism.
Yesterday morning there was surehas been much talk of who the Republican candidate in tees will be, ly something doing at the market
and several men have been mentioned house,. where a great big full grown
it is reliably stated from the camp tat scampered here and there every-e
of the Republicans that Judge Bur- where in the building trying to get
nam will be the nominee and that he away, while many well known ladies
4
'and other Females were conspicuous
will accept the honor.
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SOMETHING DOING

529 Broadway.

Fir stt.-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,

1 J. Bleich,

REAL ESTATE

AGENCY

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH KY.

Subscribe For The Register
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Taste the Test
NIFORMLY good taste is the infallible
sign of
well-brewed beer!
It demonstrates the use of the very
best BarleyMalt, highest grade Bohemian Hops,
special culture
Yeast and thoroughly filtered Water
. The best
tasting beer is

U

0

Bud
King

4711
4
'
;

ser

It always tastes the same.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.

The Optimist—Pay no attendee Itt
knockers. They said the telephone
tiouldn't work. They said the telegraph wouldn't work.
The Pessimist—Well?
The Optimist—And now they say the
tying machine won't work.
The Pessimist—And even a kr.ocker
Is apt to be right some time.--Chicligo
Son

INV •

• •.10,i••••••1,
I

Le.

0./ILYMT.1154.11(•

PADUCAH UNDERtAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. zzo

In the Shoe Store.
"How is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
mocks to wait on Mrs. Gotrox?
You
don't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the proprietor, "it's
this way. She has a No. 4 foot."
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a No.
4
itioe."—Chicago Sun.

2o3-do5 S. THIRD ST..
PADUCAH, KY.

IT WAS
DISCOVERED /Ai
MY TIME AND /MS
NEVER DZEIV
EQUALLED

Real Znjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you."
"I don't see how you get so much
enjoymeat out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lickin's he used to give pop."—Houston
Post.

Orders Promptly Filled by
Osehsof or Fa Oesped

MITIGATION.

B.C. Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuserausch Branch, Paducah, Ky.

at.
—
tti11nittiff1====n1SURUMI SOME GEORGIA PHILO
SOPHY.

Baseball

1

••••=momple

Wk lose more time in growling at
weather than we do in chinking the
cracks in the shutters to keep it oat.

There's no use in living in the sorrowful country while the hills of hal.She's the Stage Sensation of Today.
lelnia beckon us on.
"Nothing succeeds like success,'
It is reported that Holycross has
The folks that live the plainest live is an old saying, but never-the-less
bought his release from Cairo and the happiest, and yet it's only human a true one, and it has never been
more
emphatically
demonstrated
he will probably play with Danville. nature to keep reaching after riches.
than in the case of Miss Eva Tan"Which do you like best, mamma,Mort or Beethoven?"
Some of us think life is a holiday guay. it was not until about four
Emory Metzner, one of Manager when the fact is, we hardly have years ago that one knew anything
"Why,I like Beethoven best, I think."
PADUCAH.
Wortham's finds, has been signed to time enough to shout "Hooray!"
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
and about the "Tanguay" although she
play second base on the Danville be happy.—Atlanta Constitution. • had been on the stage since she was bust of Mozart in the parlor!"—FlieTELEPHONES Ng 3
n:ne. Metzner's home is in ;Bluffton,
-•••••••.•,....mmasi
eleven years old, playing all over the gende Blaetter.
on
Ind. This will be his first year in
Seventy
ships were completely country with her mother, who was
professional company. He has play- wrecked along ' the. German coasts also an actress, and appeari
Curious.
ng with
never saw a barnacle a-growing on a barn.
ed on fast independent teams for sev- last year, and 356 were damaged.
the smaller companies, presenting
I never saw a star-fish with a star.
eral years, and was recommended to
repertoires, consisting of melodrama, I've never seen a window ese—ree
seen•
Manager Wortham as a promising
window blind;
Rats rarely can resist sunilow:r comic operas, farces, musical comeBut I never saw oarbunclesoa a car.
player —Danville Press.
seeds. A trap baitid with there dies, anything and everything that
Of Paducith, Kentucky,
seeds is most effective in catching the paying public demanded for their
emirsement, but all the while studyR. E. Armstrong of Terre Haute, them.
One Advantage.
Capital and Surplus $1/5/5,00s
Mrs. Donough—Aren't you dreadfuling and working to perfect herself
is the latest Hyphen to put his sigai
London
ly
already
put
out
has
3,000
when
automoyour congregation
nature to a contract which was forin the art she has chosen as her life
Berryhill
warded
Thursday bile omnibuses plying in the streets, work. Gifted by hereditament with goes to sleep while you are preaching?
by
and that number will soon be doub- a magnetic persona
Dr. Fourthly—Not at all, my dear
afternoon.
Lty, a piquant
"This man Armstrong is a crack- kd.
face, and well-moulded figure, to- madam. I can preach the same ser- ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
er," writes Berryhill. "If he don't
gether with a sympathetic vocal or- mon again and nobody wUl know the
N.
W.
VAN
CUL
IN
dIrerenc
e,
you
CASHIER.
Wood
see.—Cleveland Leader.
in building is used much gan that best finds
step along and make all the Kitty
its force in singmore
sparingl
y
in
France
than
in
shortstops and third basemen look
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits
ing syncopated
melodies, now so
Natural Sequence.
your deposits. Pays
lila amateurs, Ii never pick out any America; hence danger from fire is popular. Miss Tanguay is today conGreen—
Did
you
per
ever
cent
hear
per annum on time certificate of deposits
of
iman
less.
..
more ball players again.
Safety bozos in ars
He is a
sidered one of the foremost com- movable object being struck by an irreproof vault for rent at $3 to Sic) per year
good sticker, speedy on the sacks,
ediennes on the American stage.
sistible force!
as
to
miss.
You carry your own
The "plighting stone" was used
can play third or short equally well
Brown—Yea
Perhaps the
greatest amount of
key and no one but yourself has access.
until
quite
recently
in parts of Scot- distinction vouchsa
and has the best of habits."
Grees—What was the result?
fed "the Tanguay"
Berryhill writes that he will close land. Troths were plighted by rasp- atose from her
Brown—Both the women talked them.
singing
the
coon
contracts with three more fast men ing hands through the stone. These song. "My Sambo" now so familiar selves boank...—Chicago Daily News.
troths and promises were inviolate in
this week.—Mattoon Star.
matters of love, business and all so- to all lovers of rag-time music, and
Overcoming Difffeulties.
it is doubtless due to the success of
cial etlations.
Maacagni-Brown—I tell you, Ethel, I
John
McDonald, pitcher, hails
this particular rythmic ,ditty that snot have quiet
It I'm to do any work!
from Springfield, Ohio. This is the
decided to have a
Speaking at the conclusion of the Miss Tanguay
Mrs. Wascagni-Brown—Well, my pet,
man that "Jiggs" Donahue, of the social confere
nce held at Benares, the play built around it called "The Sam- I must cook dinner.
Chicago Nationals. spoke so well of. President, M.
Malleamal-Brows—Ohl If that's the
'Justice Chandavarkar. be: Girl," and it is a pleasure to reThus Manager Wortham takes a said that the greatest
we can soon remove that. I'll
athievement of cord that the play is meeting with
MieDonald was the year in
chance with him.
India had been the re- l as much, if not more, acclaim than give ap work for a few weeks!
one of the best pitchers in the city marriages of widows,
of which there'that attained by the song which inSocial Problems.
league in Springfield, 0.. besides had been 125 in British
spired it.
India.
Lumber Yard Less—I
playing on some of the best indepenseen
Miss Tanguay and her fine supWeary Willie around lately.
dent teams in Ohio. He comes so
One is forced to reflect on the ab- poiting company will present "The
Seven League Saunders—No; he's diswell recommended that the Danville sence of wit
and humor in przsent Sambo Girl" at The Kentucky next guised himself as a college
professor an'
Management believes he will prove day society. How rarely
does one Saturday.
Write' sa one o' dent. He's goln' to write
a star. If size stands for anything hear of bon mots; the few that ena magazine article on der limo an' habMicDonald ought to be the goods.' liven conversation are legal. Women
Beware of the man who boasts of
He is 26 years of age, weighs 43 rarely or ever say anything remark- his good deeds: he probably only its.—Puck.
pounds and stands six feet and one- able or clever.—Lady Violet Greville, awaits a favorable opportunity to do
For Variety's lake.
half inches tall—Commercial News. in the London Graphic
a mean one.
Mrs. Oldun—Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl—Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.—
Cleveland Leader.
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OUR ELECTRICAL AND
• MACHINE DEPARTMENT

OVED

123 N. FOURTH ST.

Foreman
PHONES 757

Of dourse.
"Did you ever ride in a horseless
Carriage?"

"Sure. Did you think I was born before baby buggies were invented?"—
Houston Post.

BIOS., Novelty
Incorporabd.1

Col

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL
Discovered.
PAPER THAT HAS
"Why is this cheese so full of
EVER
BEEN
OFFER
ED
TO
TFIE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
boles?"
"That's all right.. It needs all the A ROOM, SIDE
WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO
fresh air it can
get."—Cleveland
MATCH
Leader.
FOR THE WALL SUZil OF ONLY 65 CENTS
. NICE PLAIN FLOgtAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT
Observation.
,6 CENTS
Mother—Yes, Tommy, the doctor
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY IVic PER
brought the baby. •
SINGLE ROLL.,
Johnny—Well, ma, he ain't very
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL. ALL NEW AND BEAUT
IFUL
good at matching samples, is he?—N,
_
V.85,11.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS
AT sc, ioc, I5C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL
Queer Politics.
KINDS. ALL PRICES
Wild—Some queer things in politica.
TO
SIM'
THE
PEOPL
E.
NEW PA NELL FYFECT, INGRAINS
Ryer—For instance?
Wyld—A fellow has to set up the
DESIGNS IN
AND—EVERY CONSIEVILABI
liquids to make himself solld.—Judge.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING2D BORDERS To MATCH
. ALL
Stirring Incidents.
Alice—Don't you think a cook book la COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HAND
SOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
fascinating reading?
Clara—Yes, indeed. It contains. so JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEmany stirring Incidenta—Judge.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
Anet, or Instance.
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULbING. PICTURE FRAMES,
WINWeary Willie—I see de Japs had to
take a Witt before going into battle.
DOW SHADES, CANVAS..TACKS.AND BUILDING AN
DROOPING
Dusty Rhodes—What was it dat
PAPER
S. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
man said about wail—N. Y. Sun.

eORNICE

BB CONVINCED THAT WE WILL MEAT YOU RIGHT
Absurd.
"Don't you like to sit here and see all CiIVR
YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
of the girls in their bathing *utter_
"Who ever saw all of a girl tub''bathlug suit?"—Houston Post.

Who will appear here on Match aa./jEaSsIs.i2e: .-2.:-.ss

When She Loves Thin,
"Does it take Brown and his wife long
4,0 make up after they have quarreled?" , ,
"Only till his next pay-day."--Mile
watikee Sentitiel,_

AND.

.' -'

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly shotdd report the matter to
The Register office at once. Telephone Cumberland 318.

Wednesday Morning, March is, 1906.
Dealing With

Public

Corporations.

great legal lights overlooked their
hands. For years the city of Chicago'
contended that the corporations must
look to the city for the right to use
the streets, but the old corporation's
only laughed at it. Finally, the city
went into the courts, and the state
courts decided in favor of the city.
The companies took the case to the
supreme court of the United States
and that tribunal upholdls the city's
contention, and supposed franchises
that were valued at Soo,000,000 are
now knocked out, and instrad of
the corporations being masters of the
situation it developes that the city
of Chicago is in charge.
Those smart .Chicago lawyers who
are drawing handsome salaries from
the corporations, took' it easy and felt
safe in Their contentions and no
doubt for years bluffed the oity into
keeping out of the courts, but finally
the city did go into court and it
now looks like the stock holders and
bond holders of tliose concerns have
a lot of worthless paper on their
hands. The point The Register desires to emphasize is that the public
should never take much stock in what
It is
a corporation lawyer says.
part of 'his stock in trade to bluff
and b-ullioze the . public, and we
have always .thought that a city
could afford a lawsuit about as well
as a corporation.
Chicago went after the telephone
c9mpany and got the best of it. Now
it Pas best of the street railways.
If Chicago had submitted to the
Waifs of those corporations and kept
out of the courts it would have
stiffened losses way up in the millions, and placed itself at the mercy
of unscrupulous corporations. ',The
Chicago victory should be an object
lessen to oilier cities.
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KILLED.

WE HAVE NEVER OWNED AS

CHOICE

STOCK

A

OF

GOODS AS WE DO THIS SPRING.
It Is Not Known

Whether •Nate

AND

•

Smith Deliberately Went to Death,

HAVE NEVER KNOWN BUSINESS TO BE AS RUSHING THIS

Or Whether It Overtook Him,

EARLY IN THE SEASON.
WE ATTRIBUTE THIS TO HAVING. WHAT

Manager Love, of the Home Telephone company here, has received
word that Mr. Nate Smith, one of
their lineman, got killed Sunday at
Marion, Ky., where he was working
on the long distance force. He was
cut to pieces by a• trans.,- and the
mangled remains found by 'Akers
•
going down the railrsiad track. "
Mir. Smith bad been in this ity
a nnmber of times on business ith
stthe company but they kept him
y around Mlarion and that section
helping build the long distance lines
that connect the different cities over
this and. adjoining states. He came
from Upper Sandusky, Ohio, ana-was
about twenty-eight or thirty rears
of age. He had been a pretty hard
drinker his day, but over a year since
swore off qnd abstained from indulgence. Finally he could not bear up
under the strain, and last week drank
a number of *nes. &outlay he left
his boarding house in Miarion and
walking out the railroad track, sat
down. It is not known for sort
whether he was accidentally killed, or
whether be threw himself underneath
the train and met death. The latter
is given more credence than anything
else.
On his body being found cut to
pieces it was placed in a coffin and
sent to his home in Upper Sandusky
for burial.

THAT PLEASES

samstm=untansusumussums

THE

PEOPLE

WANT AT A FAIR PRICE.
CASH BUYING AND CASH SELLING DOES THE BUSINESS.

YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
in any particular with die class
of Job Print you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces sod' machinery is the
hands of thoroughly competent
p rroduce
workmen cannot tallto
of all
the desired effect.
work submitted for your approvaL

r

ammbewmaimili.o.•

THE
FINER, LIGHTER
WEIGHT "GLASGOW LINEN"
WE AR ESHOWING ALL THE AT roc, r24c AND .T8c.
WHITE
THINGS IN
GOOD
GOODS. OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS THE LOWEST ON THE
36-INCH SHEER LINEN CAMSAME GOODS.
BRIC AT as
WE OFFER INDIA LINONS
36-INCH "IRISH" LINEN AT
AT me, laysc AND is THAT WE :SC, 33C, 39C AND
UP TO 59c.
COULDN'T BEGIN TO DUPLISHEETING AT
LINEN
go-INCH
CATE.
Si on A YARD.
MERCERIZED WHITE WAISTINGS WITH THE NEAT FIGURES AT 18c, 20C, AND 2S.

White Goods

All-Linen Linen

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S.4th St hoe 10583

The city of Paducah may learn a
lesson from the experience of Chicago in dealing with public corporations. For years the corporations
ignored the rights of the public and
THE we ONE IS THE REGUARNOLD WOOL FINISH BAwere insulted if any one euestioned
LAR QUARTER GOODS.
TISTE, A FINELY FINISHED
pleased.
they,.
as
do
to
right
their
THE ss ONE IS THE REGU- CLOTH WITH NEAT PRINTING,
Public Officials, and individuals who
PRICE ONLY is A YARD.
LAR 35c SELLER.
had) the independence to demand
NEW LOT DRESS GINGHAIIS
FANCY
OF
ALL
SORTS
as
square dee,„iaiseee ,,eleaotinceci
AT Hie A YARD.
WHITE P. K. AT 35c A YARD,
knoekens, t obstacles to progresrs
WE ARE ANXIOUS FOR EVOTHER P. K'S AT ioc. 15c ilk
ERYONE TO INSPECT OUR OFAND as A YARD,
cranks and 'socialists, but the courts
THEY
WHETHER
FERINGS
have vindietted the' patriotism of
BUY OR NOT.
courage
to measthose who bad the
YOU WILL FIND SPECIAL
ure lances with the corporate interWHITE LINEN FINISH SUIT- VALUES IN EVERY DEPARTest S.
ING CALLED "GLASGOW LIN- MENT OF THE STORE.
The Register is not an advocate of
WE CALL YOUR SPECIAL
EN" AT zaVac FOR THE ONE
OUR LOW
litigatiOn, except where a principle
TO
THAT
IMITATES
BUTCHER ATTENTION
LINEN OR SHIRT WAIST LIN- PRICES ON COLGATE'S TOIis involved or justice is denied in the
EN.
LET ARTICLES AND SOAPS.
transaction. We believe every city
Queer Doings In America.
stands above every cotporation doQueer things happen in this old
HAVING THIS
'log business within its borders and world. In fact so far as mankind MR. BLEECKER
using the public highways to carry knows they do skit happen anywhere
DONE FOR HIS COMPANY.
on their business whether it be a else. For a quarter of a century constreet car line, lighting company, gress under tie • dbmination of the
Reducing to Writing
water company or a telephone com- republican party has foistered and He is Now
pany.
What Concessions He Wants
tariff.
encouraged the protective
We bilieve that a public corpora- Through the operations of
this
Regarding Changing Righttion can only exist and operate in vicious system the people of this
of- way.
a city under such restrictions and country have not only been robbed
regulations as may be imposed by the of the benefits of competition but
city and that the acts Of the city have been forced to pay' tribute to
General Manager John Bieecher, of
must be in strict accord with he cep- the favored few. American" manuthe traction and light company, is
sitution an t statutes of the state.
facturers beyond the dreams of the having all of their wooden and iron
In this city there ere at least four most sanguine of twenty-five years
poles over the city adorned with a
=1$11111=1111181=1111181=
corporations that have not COMIC ago, colossal fortunes have been
1=3=3:01111111111111111118111111111=
tresh coat of' green paint that greatly
wihin the requirements, some holding amassed, the owners have pooled
tOMIMUUM=1
them.
of
appearance
the
traprovts
grants or so-called rights that will their intetests and created the powThe men have been at work since
not stand the- test of the courts, and erful trusts that dominate the MOP
the first of this week painting the
some with no rights at all. These merce of America. With outsttetched
FIND
CHOICEST
THE
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL
poles, and it will take /112S0 some
conditions have been toleratedi for arm, they have gathered to their
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AFdays yet to complete the undertakTHE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
FORD
sometime but all it needs is for the embrace the people and with tightening, which is only one more evidence
ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
AND
EASY
city or any tax payer to go into the ing grasp have almost crushed the of the progressiveness of the genial
WE
GARMENT
WE STAND FOR EVERY
CLOTHES
MC_
courts and point out the disabilities life • out of rnlany.
manager who is gradually placing
TURN OUT
InhaelldigataM11111.1111
properties upon the
company's
his
and the contention will be sustained.
The people have been scurrying to
One of the most absurd proposi- the courts for relief and the-elow and highest standard attainable.
Mr. Bleecker is now reducing •20
tions is the contention that of the
painful' process promises some, re- writing the concessions he wants the
East Tennessee Telephope company
lief and the :irtay may come when city to grant him if he goes in and
that claims a right to do business
helps pay for part of the $28,000
America may tie free once more.
municipality contemplates
in this city by virtue of a„simple resh
What make the whole proceeding bridge the
constructing across Island creek at
'Union of the earned years ago, in
so queer is that one branch of our Fourth street. He wants permission
fact its claim, if sustained, would
composed by Mr. Herbert' Wallergovernment rivets the fetters on to move some of his trackage from
mean that it has a perpetual franchise
stein of here, and which made such a
the people. and it then devolves upon streets where they now run over to
hit over the country. These comand is not subject to any restrictions
covanother branch of our government other thoroughfares he wants to
granted by PROFESSOR HARRY GILBERT'S bined pickets in one book comprise
be
to
has
'whatever. But no court will for a
this
and
er,
to undo the %oil' as far as its powers
quite a medium for success to each
amending his charter, which stipumoment sustain such a flimsy plea; of
will permit. Rut the strangest part lates every thoroughfare • over which
of the able young composers.
COMPOSIRECENT
MOST
course its lawyers would have the
of it is that the burden that is placed the car line can run the tracks.
city to believe such rot, and if those
TION.
Money to loan at 6 per cent. on
This bridge question has been left
upon ,the people is rolled there by the
legal lights really believe it themcity and county property. Apply to
public
the
to
boards
city
full
the
by
repreto
elect
they
whomi
very men
2 Broad-,
/
E. H. Puryear, attorney, 5231
selves then they have neglected their
committee and board of
cent therein congress. The salva- improvement
public works, which two latter bodies Had Few Advance Sheets Struck Off way.
opportunities for learning law. The
tion et' this country commercially
held a meeting last week and selectright of the city to regulate any and
in Order to Protect the Piano
The Daily Register, only toe, a
rests with the people and can only ed their committee to confer with
all uses of the streets cannot be
week.
dorof
thr
repudiating
inuch
by
how
Bleecker. and see
the, obtained
Piece by Copyright.
quessioned, except twhere it specitrine'of protective tariff, the essences the proposed escpense his company
fically waives that right, and eve,'
of republicanism, and) accepting the would bear. The board of work'
then it must be consistent 'with the
meets again this afternoon but it ;s
Professor Harry Gilbert has redoctrine upon which democracy renot thought the genial manager
law and what the courts are pleased
from the Zimmerman Publishceived
only.
revenue
for
lies, that of tariff
of the car line will have by than his
to term public policy. There are cerCincinnati, several
of
house,
ing
benethe
It will be a bitter fight for
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
document, showing what concessions
tain rights that a city gov-rnment
List of new subscribers added by CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PREShis most recent
of
regard,
copies
hundred
right-of-way
the
in
wants
have
he
tariff
protective
ficiaries of the
cannot waive, and those are the
the East Tennessee Telephone com- ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRSTgarnered the sinews of war and today before agreeing to bear any of the composition, a piano piece .mtitled
pany today:
WE DO THE
rights of the community for which it
CLASS ORDER.
cost:
bridge
new
it
composed
He
Paths."
Sylvan
"By
name the men to serve in congress.
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR.
agree_ s
After they__ learlt_ yLhat
merely act's in the.capacily of_trustee.
W:
'tire --MOTIfy -questiOIT *and- OW ITO *c to do the public improvement coin: some weeks -since, -and- just had -sr 3374 Coe-der,
WORE ON ALL KINDS OF
and where those rights re disregarded
O'Briensville.
in the Philippines may constitute mittee and board of works will re- few of the copies stricken off in orCLOCKS AND WATCHES.
the courts afford the remedy.
get its eopyrighted, and there2303 Esker, Frank F., Res., 518 OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
the port back to the full bodies, recom- der to
between
temporary
issues
by prevent any other from infringing
WE CARRY A
MODERATE.
parties, but the only vital difference mending what they think best -in rhe on his rights. Later on he will have Tennessee.
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUT:•
premises.
Ken2315
s,„
625
fDreyf
Res.,
II.,
The Chicago Victory.
between them; is the simple question
thousand, of copies printed and the
FUL JEWELRY,
tucky avenue.
The decision of the United Stater of the tariff, and a government by the
piece placed on the market.
AshRes.,
W.,
Wo
English,
23spo
Illinois Central Weekly ExcurProfessor Gilbert has just right to
'aupreme court, just handed down, in people or by the power centrallized
cars
California.
to
Excursion
sions
proud, as his piece was pro- craft avenue.
feel
which it declares that the street rail- at Washington, or Wall street, New
1353 Gregory, 0. L.,
Res.,
through to Los Angeles and San nounced a most excellent and adway, of Chicago hold no legal right York.
Arcadia.
Oras
ly
f
Frannisc
follows: Via New
vanced composition by one of the
to occupy the streets of that city is
42813roadwayleans R d the Southern Routes ev- world's greatest critics, Sousa, who
Like other commodities, te;ephenr•
SHIP WOKE'S BODY.
from Chicago; every Tues was here last week at The Kentucky service should be paid according to
ery Fri
a sweeping victory for the people and
PHONE 772-A.
day from Cincinnati and Louisville with his famous band that has apa black eye for a number of smart
its value.
Remains Be Sent to Nashville, Tenn., via Omaha and the Scenic Route !evpeared
before so many crowned
corporation lawyers who we doubt
We have in the city about 2,800
On the Steamer Bottorff.
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
heads in the Old Worrd, and whose subscribers or five times as many as
flattered themselves that they rank
Full
Particulars concerning all of band is recognized as the leading
This morning there will be shipped
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
as very smart men indeed.
to Nashville, Tenn., on the steamer the above can be had of agents of Musical
organization the universe and within the county we have 63
Sold at
the
Illinois
connecting
In 1865 the street railways, through H. W. Buttorg . the remains of the
Central and
over.
L.T2
times as many subscribers as the Inlines
or
by
the
of
addressing
either
-a•their attorneys and lobbyists pre- negro Andy MICGree,'who worked on
While Sousa was here Professor dependent Co. Yet we will lplaoe a
Gray', Buffet,
undersigned.
Gilbert played the piece for the cele. telephone in your residence at the
Palmer House Bar,
vailed on the legislature of Illinois that steamer and who was Monday
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati. brated bandmaster and the latter in
morning
found
in
dead
hunk
his
L.
A. Lagomarsino.
to pass the ninety-nine year act
same rate the Independent Co. is
W. Harlow, D. P. A.,'Louis- no unstinted manner .praised the tat-aboard the craft, he having suddenly
supposed
to
in
charge
and
provide
which extended their corporate ex- died of heart trouble superinduced by Vile.
Fl.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
ented
Paducahan and predicted a addition, " long
distance facilities
istence only, fot that length of time. extessiv_ drinking. The 'body has
Water and Oil Colors,
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mete most promising future for him.
w'hic'h will enable you to reach fifty
Under this act the street railways been held by Undedtakers Matti! & phis.
s Mr. Gilbert has composed Many'
,
Mottos and Calanders
million people foin your home. Call
Framed right up to date in -five minpieces,
that have been good sellers ;too for further information.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. 111..,
thought their shrewd attorney's had Efinger. pending instructions from
the kinspeople who yesterday orutes time at the
on the market, but this is his most
Chicago.
flxed it so that their franchises went
dered the remains forvvarcied on th
recent one. On the back of "By EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
S. G. HATCH, G. P. '411..
with it, but right there is where V boat for interment in that city.
Sylvan Paths" is printed "Smiles" .
COMPANY.

Arnold Batiste

Linen Finish Suitings

PAINT POLES

PURCELL&MOMPSON

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Tie First .Aisrism Ut. lionise Co, TM Comm Mat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE $
4. for Policy-holders
I Than anyother Compay in the
....World...

PADUCAH, KY.

JILThompson
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics Tailor
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
407 BROADWAY.

FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.

Dicke & Black,

MERCHANT TAILORS.

516 Broadway:

C. MANNING SEARS, M. O.
Office 707 Meyers St.
377.
Tell

..1.11.1.•••••••••••111...•=•••••••••••••••..m.m..

TIME

SYLVAN PATHS

S

NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.

J. L WANNER,
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON BOTTLE BEER

••

askiwo•

•

PADUCAH MUSIC STQRE
_ 43e Brosaway.
.

•

40C1.-

tru...4.

—.114.1. •'• Ant_c_tits:

We
The firandest Opportunity
Ever Offered!
rp.

du,
have decided od
discontinue
retail
o
uisrc
ntetiies
to devote
our facte'y we will
close out our entire stocks at 114-116307413 South Third
street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture A T COST.
It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah houseEveryerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
keepers to furnish
the rush. Termt of- sale Cash.

THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPtNY

TWO STORES-114:116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
4
.
Mary
Miss Flora Barrickman, Miss
Barrickman, Mr. Walter Barrickman
all of here, and Mr. Edward Barrickman, of the Indian Territory, and
ON Sergeant George Barrickman, of the BY THE DIRECTORS OF MAUnited States army, at Fort Riley,
SONIC AND ODD FELLOWS
Kansas.
" BUILDING COMPANY,
Another Ship Carpenter. ..

NEW OFFICERS

13 HOURS LATE
SPRINGHANGER

BROKE

ENGINE TO TRAIN.
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2.00 SHOES

Last evening at 6 o'clock another
LAST NIGHT.
ship carpenter of this city passes inphy Were Buried Yesterday—
to the great besiond, he being Mr.
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SEJohn Henry Sulver, of 927 North
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
the
dirAt the monthly meeting of
Civil Engineers Still WorkSixth street. This
deceased had ectors of the Masonic and Odd FelOUR LINE OP SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
been confined for the last year with lows Building company last night,
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
ing for L. ik N.
EVERY
chronic ailments of a complicated the annual election of officers was
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
nature.
held as follows:
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
6 1
The passenger train due in 'here -Mr Silver was fifty-one years of
Jas. E. Wilhelm, president; P. J.
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
e
and
ha
dbeen
followin
hes
ship
yesterday at 3.35 o'clock over 1401Beckenbach, vice-president; C. G.
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT
neutering trade by working At Kelly, secretary; Fred Acker, treasTHEM
TODAY.
YOUR
• Imois Central railroad from Gt. go%is
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
the,
different
marine
plants
here
for
by way of Brookport, did not renc.h.
tirer and Jas. E. Wilhelm, custodian
, until 6 o'clock last evening, sometime. He was a good, con.! of the Fraternity building.
the OA)
scientious
and
honorable
man,
beini-delayed nearly three botqj
thought highly of by his numerons
here and Parkeir-4•
about forty miles out of hers °yet- friends here in the city.
He is survived by his wife and
in Illinois.
two
children, and was also a memAs the train was bowling along at
ber of Jersey Camp, Woodmen of
that place the spring-hanger on the
the World.
engine broke and Engineer Warm-This afternoon at 2 o'clock the fun- LARGE CROWDS WILL ATOM
en had to rig her up the best pbssieral
services will be conducted at
Three
TEND TRIAL OF HOLLANII.
Me to get into tBrookport.
the residence, Rey. B. W. Bass, of
wheels on one side run hot and had
the Tenth street Christian church,
KILLING CHARGE. *
to be packed, so that the train could
officiating.
Burial
occurs
at
Oak
miles
an
fifteen
make only
about
Grove cemetery, under auspices of
•
hour into Brookport from Parker.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
the
Woodmen.
Judge Bradburn Did Not Get Here
(setting to Brookport the engine
was placed in the repair shop, and
A ttorney-at-Law,
Mr. Long Dead.
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES UNTIL MARCH
Laat Evening From Bowling
24.
the train brottght on over here, it
Mr. Anthony Long, Mr. Brack
Our long deferred Book Sale is now on. If you miss the good things
4 getting to the Union depot just as Owen and Miss- Fannie Wloolfotk are
Green—Trial be Entered
Room No. 3. Columbia Bulking.
we are offering you miss the chance of a lifetime to buy desirable
▪ the 6:to p. m. passenger train passed in Russellville, Ky., where they weie
Into.
to buy desirable books et ,...,it and less.
down tor Memphk from Louisville. called by the death of M. John P.
The Dead Buried.
Long, father of the former, who dWd
BOOKS AT COST AND LESS.
A
We offer the finest assortment of
Yesterday at Belleville, Ill, was sunddenly Sunday and was beried
Bibles
and New Testaments in the
Judge
Reed
returned
yesterday
at
buried Engineer Murphy. who got yesterday there.
Dainty little Gift Books, worth
city,
all
at cut prices.
billed the day before at Carterville,
The deceased was a prominent man noon from Benton, where he has
25c, now
15C
Ill., over on the St. Louis diviston of Russellville and married years about wound up his business, and
Popular works of fiction, worth
COPYRIGHT BOOKS.
ta. ;Brook port.
Conductor Kelly ago to Miss Bertie Woolfolk, daugh- gotten everything* out of the way
50c, now
25o
the Walter Holland killing
as interred at Carterville. It will ter of Mrs. A. 0. Woolfolk of Broad- for
"The Gambler," "Garden of AlLeather back and corners, Libe remembered
both were of the way, near Seventh street, in this city. charge that comes up there today.
lah," "House of Mirth," each $r.ie
brary Edition, worth 75c, now 'Sc
train gathering up the coal cars Besides his son, Mr. Anthony bat He dismissed his petty jury yester"The Masquerader," "Millionaire
Padded leather edition of the
hy until today whe nhe sees if there
around Carterville, and while near of here he left other children.
Baby," each
90c
,
Poets,
worth
$1.00,
now
is anything for them. Probabilities
50c
that city the engine overturned and
Will be keenly appreciated
"Little Men," "Elsie Books,"
are
that
the
special
venire
will
be
Gift
Books
in
burnt
leather
caught the two, crushing out their
bindafter a trial by people who suf"Mrs. Wiggs," each
ooc
ings, were $1.50, now
in for the Holland charge as the reglives, both being on the eng:ne at
90c "Memoris of
fer front headaches—severe or
a
Baby,"
"Last
usually
exhausted
in
Liar
panel
is
the time
Presidential Cook Books, somemild, occasional or chronic.
Word," each
75c
selecting the jurors to try this acCorps Still Working.
..thing line, worth 75c, now
They never fail to
38t: "Sir Mortimer," "Rules of
tion.
Reports from Nashville are that
Woman's Exchange Cook Book,
Kings," each
75c
Judge :Bradburn, of _Bowling Green,
the corps of civil engineers are still
worth $1.25, now
57c "St. Elmo," "Confessions of a
GIVE QUICK
CONTRACTOR
LOCICWOOD
was
due
here
last
evening
at
6
out making the horseback survey,
Webster's Dictionary, full sheep,
Wife," each
RELIEF.
50c
COMPLETED WORK AT
d!cl not arrive, therfore if he did not
from Cairo to Nashville; for the new
indexed, worth $3.00, now
"Gentleman
$1.65
from Indiana?' .. 50c
eo to Benton by way of paris, Tenn.,
.• road that is to be constructed
INSTITUTION.
'
Easing the pain in a very few
Webster's
School Dictionary,
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
and up the N., C and St. L. he will
through that direction by the Louis•
coo° wirds vetarth $1, now
Henizeau," each
45C
50c
het here over the I. C. this morning
ville and Nashville railroad which
Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
"Geaustark,"
"Cattle
Craney
at
o'clock
and
go
down
to
'BenLas gotten a new charter for this
has,
Contractor Walborn Lockwood
4
worth $1.35, now
St.00
Crow," each
45C
additional branch of theirs. It will completed plastering and kalsortun- ton on the 7 o'clock outgoing pasTeachers' Bibles, self-pronounc"The One Woman," "If I Were
be known as the Cairo, Mayfield and ing the waUs and ceiling of the giver- senger of the N., C. and St. L.
ing, indexed and with all the
King," each
asc
Coloyl John K. Hendrick. judge
Nashville road, and goes through the side hospital basement, and also puthelps, concordance, etc., worth
Prices cut on all copyright booka
county seat of Graves, also Murray. ting everything else in condition William Reed, Hon. Samuel Cross2.50, now
$1.40 and hundreds of titles to select from.
and across the Tennessee river into proper for the basement .o be used as land and the other attorneys go out
DRUGGIST
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present
Nashville. The corps .has been out a ward for care therein of colored for the trial, they representing either
Mayor Yeiser yesterday one side or the other.
now for several weeks going over patients.
,k is sold out. Don't delay but come early to get
Judge James B. Garrett, of Cadiz,
your choice.
the territory to be covered by the stated that he would continue this
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
new tracks, which opens up more week call the board of hospital direc- jy., did nbt get in last evening, unTELEPHONE 63.
competition in western Kentucky end tors together. for the purpose of go- less he came in this morning at
southern Illinois for the Illinois Cen- ing down to the building at Fourth o'clock. He is helping Colonel Henand Clay streets in a body and in- drick defend Holland.
tral railroad.
specting the work in order to see that
Great interest is being manifestea
it has been properly done. If so. it in the trial and hundreds of peowill be accepted, and the beds and ple will be there to witness it. The E. H. PURYEAR,
other furnishings installed so as to lawyers on both sides state that thus
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
make it as nice a ward as exists on far as they know everything is ready
the first and second floor,
for the hearing, unless something
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
Rooms
and 6 Register Building i
MR. CHAS. BARRICKMAN EX- they had nearly enough furniture and unexpected develops to pr?vent after
they reach Benton this morning.
Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
523
I-2
other outfit to fully equip hia new
PIRED OF PNEUMONIA New Phone 490.
department, and he did not believe
Dr. Hicks' office 49 Broadway.
ATTACK.
much else would have to be bought 'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 Broad- SPECIALTIES:
if anything. Just as soon as every- way. Phone tafio.
Abstracting of 'Mies.
Will bring pleasure so your
Mr. John Henry Sulver, Another thing is installed the colored people
Insurance,
Corpgratioa and
new
this
into
down
moved
will
be
home during the long winter
Ship Carpenter, Died at Same
Not a drink, but a seasonable prepReal Tatate Law.
ward. 'while the first and second floor
LITERARY MEETING.
Hour, After Year's Confineevanings.
They
are
aration
especially adapted for cough*
white
playing
the
to
entirely
will be devoted
people.
and
ment
colds
accompanied by fever as is
Teachers Hold Monthly Gathering
now at our store.
Come in
Iii connection with the best FounAs the months go by the hospital
Friday Afternoon—School
La
Gripp,
etc.
and hear them. Then you'll
grows in importance as regards a
Brevities.
tain
service,
Zech
Hayes
has
added
This afternoon at .2:30 o'clock the
fine source of revenue for the city, as
Want one. Big selection of
Very Palatable.
funeral services ove rthe remains of many hundreds of dollars are reaped
Friday the monthly literary meet- a fine line of
records.
Mr. Charles Barrickman will be con- every month, in' excess of expenses.
50e and 51. Bottles.
ing of the school teachers will be
ducted at the residence of his sonIt cost about $7oo to convert the held at the Washington building on
in-law, Mr. F. J. Brown, of the basement into a ward for care of the
Wiest Broadway. In order the teach.
Arcadia vicinity. Interment follows side pcople.
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A Pleasant d
Effective are
For Coughs
and Colds is

Fehrrnizy
Horehound
Drops

'JIM "RAPPED"
FEW STIFF ONES

TEMPLAR
GATHERING

TRIED TO TAKE POSSESSION
ORDERS

,WERE

CONFERRED

OF DON GILBERTO'S
YESTERDAY.

UPON1 EIGHT POSTULANTS

WANTS

Fog

Large Crowd Attended the eiood- He and Uncle Frank Potts Took a
men of tier. World Dance Last

moth plant which is increasing its
capacity,right along by installing
more machinery and additional men
get out the mammoth amounts of
to
grocery stone they furnish the Illinois Cengood
FOR SALE-A
stock. Located in !a good part of tral with.
the city. Reason fta• selling, change
Finishing Contracts.
of business.
Contractor C. H. Chamblin, the alAddress, Box S. S. Paducah, Ky.
derman, leaves Friday for DuQtroin,
on business connected with the
brick
RENT-Eight-room
big
opera
house and ice factory adresidence in West Fend, with bath,
dition his mechanics are constructetc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
Mg then He expects. to finish his
TAKEN UP-Stray mouse colored contracts there early in the spring,
mule, three years old, very poor. and return here to remain.
Takenup three miles out on BlandFarmers' Institute.
ville road. Ring old Oran* tore'
T'lle Farmers' Institute will hold
FOR RENT-Front roont, furnace this morning's meeting at the Corn
at, exo Washington St., Telephose mercial club offices on South Fourth
street, instead, of at the county court
1832.
house, where is was thought the asWANTED-At once, good cook. sembly would have to be held on acGood bottle and wages to eight per- count of the club rooms being so
son. None but good cook need al;f7
. ;quail they .cannot.accomodate a vere
large 'lumber comfortably.
ply. 822 South Fourth street.

Few Toddies and Then Did Not

Evening-Eagles' Ministrels,

Have the Coin to Pay.

Tonight.

It pays to buy the best
watch you can afford.

50

A mattress maker known only as
"Jim" was aerested yesterday shortYesterday eeernon and until late ly after noon by Chief James Coiling
last night the Knights Templar corn- and Driver John Austin of the paniandery of tais city conducted a trol wagon, on the charge of trying
meeting in tle. Fraternity building to take Don Gilberto's saloon, on
ledge room. le1. -.e orders were confer- South Fourth street, between Broadred tipbil !eight postulants, the Work Way and Kentucky avenue. In trybeing started in the afternoon and ing to take the place he gat "taken"
continuing until 6 o'clock when sup- by Bartender L. Robertson, who had
Commercial Club Postponed.
wANTIV.a-TO buy.,foreee4#
4''
per was serve( :0 all in the, banquet to pound the other over the head
foul' or five room house.- Addre s P. e he meeting intended for last evehall of the lc),
)em by the ladies with a metal lemon squeezer in
0. box 538, giving location and ning by the Commercial club at the
of the gastere -.eke After luncheon beating him into acknowledging the
City Hall general assembly chamber
price.
the degree wufk was resumed and fact that he could not run the place.
.was postponed until tomorrow night
continued until a late hour last night. "Jim" is employed at the George
ire absolutely free as there is neither on account of the inclemency of the
Large Crowd at Ball.
Jackson mattress factory, and de- admission. Ise nor collection. As the weather. Talks on different comA large- crowd,attended the Wood- spite the fact he has been working
union is very desirous of a large at- mercial and civic matters will be
Mr*,and Mrs. 'Richard Geagen, Jr., men of the Woigd ball last evening there for several years, the employ- tendance, it is hoped that all friends, nuiec.
are 4teeparentsr. of a new girl baby, on the second floor above where the er does not know his name, while cf the union will help 'to advertise
born_ in their suit Of rooms at the Brunswick beewling alley formerly the man was too drunk yesterday the meeting.
Terrell's Case Continued.
stood, on.. Broadway near Fifth afternoon and last night to give his
New Richrhond hotel
Justice John J. Bleich has contisThe I. t. pis+ car will arrive Fri- street. The pleasure seekers did not full name.
ued over until tomorrow afternoon
With the Sick.
disperse until
an early hour this
It seems that "Jim" and Frank
day WO off the men.
the warrant charging Officer Thad
one of the many otts went into the Gilberto saloon
Rouse, the well known morning. This was.
Captain Robert Owen Confined at Terrell, of the police force, with
niglkg-.Aeletchman, of the Langstaff- entertainments being given by mem- after a drink, which they got and
lestodring Ernest Ozmont in the head
His Hent•--Oeo, Brownell
'
Ornf:
leog
i •. has a new bouncing girl bers of this order to raise money then_ refused to pay for. The barwith a club. The matter was postVery
with 'which to take care of the 1,000 tender remonstrated with them, and
s home in Littleville.
10
fee-' poned from Monday on occountof
Captain
Robert
Owen,
of
filte
Jake Smith, the 87 year old negro eel:gates who will be -here one year this offended "Jim's" dignity to the ryboat Bettie Owen, is' coed at the absence of witnessea
erelnitt
-inVn t all, died of old ait,. Ire n next month, attending the bien- extent that he deliberately walked his home on
Broadway, between
.
meat meeting of the head camp, in- out. on the pavement, tok off his
Seventh.
u
at ill
Seventh and Ninth streets, with an
Medical
cluding
all
TELEPHONE sag.
Kentucky
and
Tennessee
cost, handed it to another with the attnititr illness. puring his ailment
. INDIAN PROVERBS.
ken County
society wilt. Meet- this evening with lodges. Already hundreds of dollars request that it be held while he the f
is being captained by his
The coward shoots with shut eyes
Drs. H.- F. Sights and Vernon Blythe are in the entertainment fund, as the "took possession" of the saloon. He brother, Mr. James Owen.
affairs are among the then tried to wade into the bartendin their suite of offices at the Fra- Woodmen
aged 18
Rickstaff,
Miss,
iVary
L
most successful and largely attended er, but it seems "Jim" did not have
Small things talk loud to the InternityMbihiag..
1111 her arm painfully injured
years,.d
of any.
dian's eye.
the proper credentials to take su- yesterday by a machine at thee
preme control, as Roberts picked up chanicsburg basket factory catc
Minstrels Tonight.
When a fox walks lame old raba metal lemon squeezer and let her dress and di-awing
her into
4
bit jumps.
This evening at The Kentucky, the "Jim" have this across his booze mechanism.
•
V.
Eagles give their big minstrels. On soaked head, several whacks which
The wife of Deputy Sheriff Clark
The paleface's arm is longer than
entertainment the brought the blood in good quantities Isom son has about reciavered at
Itflollingshead, of Chicago, account of the
•
arresd in the ,:ity yesterday morning. ledge will not hold its regular week- and put the mattress maker out of their home in the Grahaniville his word.
er,W Caf4well Burnes, business man- ly gathering this evening in their business for the time being. The section of the county.
No Indian ever sold his daughter
Carle, in "The (loaners on Sixth and Broadway. two scrapped out onto the sidewalk
r for Richard
Many friends of Mr. George
clieleakioe.'.. arrived her yester- The final rehearsal for the event was and attracted considerable attention Brownell will regret to learn that for a name.
fe! "r 4
held last evening.
by thenr exciting fight.
he is confined with a serious attack
A Kuaw's tongue runs faster than
About this time the chief and pa- of
Mt. Will Linn, of Murray, arrived
pneumonia at his home near Wal- the wind's legs.
Palthe
trol wagon driver came along an.I lace paste He is the well known
tere last evening wild is at
picked "Jim" up. He' had a large attache
.of the
Langsaff-Orrn mill
is nothing so eloquent as a
lioover returned this
supply
of fresh booze inside him here in the city, and who
months raw!
ke's tail.
and by the time he got to the hall ago
a trip to Jackson,
morning from
now
bought out in Arcadia Ind'
smonname
RLCHARD
YELTIMA
TAKEN he was so well under the influence
Tenn.
lives out there.
The Indian scalps his enemy, the
arMurray,
that
he
Holland,
of
could
not
tell
his
name.
Mr. J. G.
BACK TO LEXINGTON FOR
paleface akins his friends
After dressing his bunged up head,
rived in the city yesterday.
PADUCAH'S BEST VOCALISTS
4.
in
is
'Mayfield,
TAXING
COAT.
he
was
of
carefully
stored away down
Mr. Ben Keys,
AND FUNNIEST COMEDIANS
stairs to be
arraigned before the
the city on business.
In new songs and original jokes. A
judge this, morning.
Division Agent L. A. Downs, Fire
melange of happy surprises.
Inspector A. D. Brooks, Superintend- Chief Thorisas Maher, of Louisville
ent of Extinguishers F. J. Severy and
GRAND AUGMENTED
Cairo-.3!,
ISe)ervisur W. C. Waggoner, of the. Detective Force His Returned
ORCHESTRA.
Chattanooga-5.4,
falling
Cairo
from
night
last
ONLY FOUR OUTRANKED MR.
1. C., returned
Home-Police Business.
Cincinnati-t7.9,
An olio of novelties, including monin making a tour over this section
Evansville-t7.o, falling
FRANK
GILBERT
PRESIDING
WITH
TOELDER
and
BLACKARD
buildings
the
I.
C.
after
ologues, dancing, quartet singing.
looking
Floreiton-4.6, falling.
instrumental solos and
fire fighting facilities.
CONDUCTS MEETING TOBACCO PEOPLE.
Richard Yellin* was arrested yesJohnsonville-8.5, falling.
Inspector Fred Schlinkert, of I. C.
Louisville--7.4. falling.
terday morning by Detectives Moore
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
NIGHT.
scales, was here yesterday.
Mt. Carmel---missing.
and
Raker,
who
found
„him
at
the
The
of
formerly
_Long,
Harry
Mr.
concluding
with the funniest farce
Nashville--434, falling.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton Pouring
(1 243,il-rabic has gone to Mayfield and home of his parents on Eighth and
'
ever written.
tender
Boyd
streets.
of
He is a lad
Pittsburg-4o, falling.
taken charge of the soda fountain at
The Women's Christian TemperForces of Workmen to Quarries
Davis
Island
grand
larDam---6.1,
age
and
is
charged
with
25e
falline
TO $1.00.
the .14movntion cafe.
St. Louis-17.8, falling.
ceny at Lexington, Ky., where he was
gesterdny
Grand
Hendrickl
street
ance
-News
parade on day of perUnion
Meets
of
Business
Tomorrow
world.
iti-0/011n,
Mt. Vernon-tee), falling.
taken by Detective Baker this mornformance. Sas hand bills for further
to her home in Smithland after
w
Afternoon at the Finn
Paducah-n.6, falling.
with ing at 1:4o o'clock.
particulars.
several days here
nitrsn
Lexliving
in
Yeltima
bas
been
It is gratifying to all Paducahans
• Kendrick•
Baptist
Church.
several weeks
The John S. Hopkins went to
to learn that Mr. Frank Gilbert,
CMirs. J. Vivtor Voris and child re- ington but came home
the
Evansville
stealing
yesterday and comes back out of the Tennresee river late towith
charged
He
is
ago.
in
visiting
foriaerly of this city stands fifth
turna4-yeates4ay from
overcoat and other articles from a
morrow night late and lay here until
from the head of the 164 traveling tomorrow.
Dallas Texas.
This
name is
evening at theBroadway representatives
The Buttorff comes in today from Saturday afternoon before skipping
whose
man
be
was
with,
but
from
here
is
Beyer
of the American ToMr. George T.
not known. )(chime says he and a Methodist church Presiding Elder J. bacco company, the largest concern Clarksville and leaves immediately awey on her return trip.
Oskaloosa, Kan., on business.
number of others were around a W. Blackard, of thePadueah Metho- in the world handing the weed. He for Clarksvile.
The Cairo litillttin arriving here
This morning at eight o'clock the yesterde
Lexington store drunk, and several dist district, will conduct prayer ser- is their traveling man for the state
ry said that Captain "Rally"
Saaati, B. Anthony is Dead.
claims vices foe Rev. T. J. Newell, the pas- of Texas,
Dick
sleep.
He
Fowler
gets
went
to
out
for
therni
Cairo.
She
of
Jones
Who
has been watching the
-The
13.
March
and the sgos annual stateRochester, N. Y.
took the overcoat and tor of the congregation, who yester- ments pust issued by the gigantic will get back tonight.
stranded steamer Charleston near
long end eventful life of Susan B. that he then
The City of Saltillo should get Hickman, had killed a negro roustek,
another but had no use for Gay went to Nashville, Tenn., to con- concsrn show that there were only
Anthony closed at 1240 o'clock this shoes of
done
it
have
bete
tonight bound up for the Ten- and then knocked in the head the b
not
would
titlens
.
and
fer
with
gentlemen
from
other
states
four other, representatives out over
mornifig. The end came peacefully.
nessee river from St. Louis.
intoxicated.
been
had
he
not
second mate and dumped his body.
regarding
instituting
a
female
college
the
probAnthony,
United
States
doing
a
larger busiMiss Susan Brownell
The Stacker Lee left Memphis yes- overboard. The. Bulletin then conin the southern central portion of ness for them than he did, his sales
ably the best known _advocate of
Detective Returned.
the United States.
running far beyond the $100,000 terday and should get here tomor- tinues that the mate Captain Jones,
woman suffrage in America; was
row en route up to Cincinnati.
was asaaa-inated
while
sleeping
mark.
Detective T. J. Moore returned to
:
I
W. C. T. U. Meeting,.
born at Adams, Mass., February ts,
The Joe Fowler comes in this ashore nib:ler a tent. The Bulletin
bemorning,
after
Mr.
Gilbert
known
is
the
well
yesterday
will
city
The
Paducah
W.
U.
C. T.
arao. In 1860 she started a petition the
morning from Evansville and gets writer must have sniffed all the
in favor of leaving out the word ing absent since last Friday. He went meet tomorrow afternoon at threti former Paducahan who served a term out on her immediate return that Cairo's colt*, as Captain Jones and
would
but
assistant
postmaster,
and
who
five
business
as
official
on
o'clock in the lecture room of the
"male" in the Fourteenth amend- away
the second mate are both in the city
on First Baptist church. A most cordial years ago went to Dallas, Texas, and way.
ment, and worked with National not say where he had been or
The steamer Oyde gets out for the safe anJ sound. The Charleston is
with
flourishing
working.
located,
where
he
is
is
he
case
what
invitation it extended to the women
Woman's Suffrage Associition to inTennessee river this afternoon at five Captain Frank Wagoner' boat that
As yet he and Slueth Baker have of Paducah and a rare treat will be that rapidly'growing country.
duce congress to secure to her sex
ceclock. She comes back again next went aground and was wrecked, but
the surface enjoyed by all who are present.
anything
to
brought
not
the eight of voting.
Monday.
left in charge of Captain Jones anti .
Shumake,
Katterjohn Quarries.
as regards capturing Albert
Miss M. E. Moore, of Georgetown.
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati others.
with mur- Ky., will give another one of her
charged
fellow
young
the
Colonel. Gus. G. Singleton returned tonight and leaves there tomorrow
Capt. W. H. Caperton, of the U. S.
The sowboat Lyda has returned
William Augustus in the local interesting and educative talks on yesterday from Hopkinsville, Ky., afternoon on
navy, has arrived here and gone on dering
her return this way for from the Tennessee river with a tow
ago.
weeks
three
yards
C.
.1.
"The Higher Physical Life of Worn- where he went and got a large crow Memphis
that is
the government steeieer
of ties.
an.I_ .AIL_who have
toth --Theof laborers and_slaMped
here-ea-winter _quartets._ _
Savannah.-got-Captain II c nry Leyhe,-erf-St.
chWGoite.
Moore will be sure to want to hear Katterjohn quarries at Cedar Bluff, little e rly this trip, -coming out of has arrived here to remain until the
'
tesaareee-me_
Her previous address up the Louisville division of the Illi- the Tennessee river yesterday at balance of the Leyhe fleet leaves! its
Chief Thomas Maher, of the Lonis- her again.
ville detective force, has returned to was so helpful and practical that by nois Central. Mr. Singleton went to noon, and departing for St. Louis winter quarters hrre and returns to
his home in that city after speeding special request of the union she cou- Clarksville , Sunday and got.,,wther alter laying here a couple of hour,. the Illinois river for its- summer's
nted to speak gain. These tales big batch of workmen for theiern- The steamer -Kentucky will come business.
several days here. Be gave it out
L.
that he came down to Dawson for
tee baths for bad' -health, but finding
the bathhouse not running, came to
this city for a few days. It is believed however that this was his excuse for being here, and that he was
been held by Undertakers Matte &
criminal, as he was on the constant
go, closely scrutinizing everbody, and
did not act like a big detective just
out for 'his health.

in 5-cent bags at

.11THERSON
Drug Store.

LOCAL NEWS

Anyone can afford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let as show youJ

J.L WOLFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway

lED KENTUCKY

Wednesday Night
March 14.

INLSONALS

GLE

4J.

Minstrels

WHISKY DID IT

Prayer Service

STANDS FIFTH
ON THE LIST

THE RIVERS

(Etta

FOR
IMPURE
BLOOD
and
BOILSi
=mums TA K E trnummuu

WALKER'S

Bad Language Used.
Ann Barrett, colored, was arrested
yeseerday by Officers Hurley and
51.00 Per Bottle.
Singery on the charge of cursing
'
Lizzie Lehnhard, of 1307 South
sThe
' negress was released
Ninthre. on
MAtE B7
her own hoed to appear this morn-,
ing. She occupies a house belonging!
to the Lehnhard woman and it is,
••
claimed they fell out over the rent.
INCORPORATED.
The honse occupied by the Barrett
Fifth and Weray. women adjoins that used. by the
•
Dinaggidg,
Both Phones 573.
Lainbard woman.

SARSAPARILLA

R. W. WALKER & CO

;?filloet ter4i

••••••••••..1=1101,

Lump 13c Bushel
Natex. 12c Bushel.

RAD[WAT[11 AL
.est Kentuckyi. Coal- Co.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

Foot of
0iii0 .
Street.

Both Telephones254.
_
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